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A simple method for increasing the efficiency of multidi-
mensional ion mobility spectrometry (IMS-IMS) mea-
surements (as defined by the number of two-dimensional
data sets necessary to sample all of the ions in a complex
mixture) is illustrated. In this approach, components from
a packet containing a mixture of ions are introduced into
the first IMS drift region where they are separated based
on differences in mobility. At the exit of this region, narrow
distributions of ions having identical mobilities are se-
lected, subjected to gentle activation conditions that are
intended to induce conformational changes, and transmit-
ted into a second IMS drift region where the new confor-
mations are separated. Here, we describe a simple timing
sequence associated with selection and activation of
multiple distributions at the entrance of the second drift
region in a systematic fashion that improves the efficiency
of two-dimensional IMS-IMS by a factor of ∼8. The
method is illustrated by examination of a mixture of tryptic
peptides from human hemoglobin.

Recently, we described a two-dimensional ion mobility spec-
trometry technique (IMS-IMS),1 whereby (1) a packet of ions is
separated in the first drift tube, (2) ions of a specified mobility
are selected by gating away all ions having different mobilities,
(3) selected ions are collisionally activated, such that new
structures may be formed, and (4) the new distribution of
conformations is separated again in a second drift tube prior to
analysis by mass spectrometry (MS). In favorable cases, the
differences in structures between the distributions of initial
(selected) states and states formed upon activation make it
possible to resolve different components that would otherwise
have identical mobilities. For mixtures of tryptic peptides, we
demonstrated that the peak capacity of this type of IMS-IMS
approach can be surprisingly high, exceeding 1000 prior to the
MS analysis.2

A drawback of this method is that the experimental efficiency
(as measured by the number of data sets necessary to sample all
of the ions in a complex mixture) is low. The process of selecting
a single narrow distribution of ions for activation and separation
in the second drift tube inherently limits subsequent stages of
analysis to only those ions selected. This inefficiency is analogous
to that imposed by selection of specific mass-to-charge (m/z) ions
for tandem mass spectrometry (MS/MS) studies.3 In IMS-IMS
studies, in order to examine the entire distribution of ions in a
complex mixture, it is necessary to scan the selection gate time
across the entire range of observed drift times; ideally, the
selection gate duration should be similar to the diffusion-limited
peak width4 of a packet containing a single species as it reaches
the selection region. For example, an instrument that is capable
of generating a peak capacity of ∼100 in the first IMS separation
would yield an optimal IMS-IMS experimental efficiency of ∼1%
if one were to sample the ions as described above. Thus, although
the peak capacity improvement is significant, the total time
required to examine the entire distribution is ∼100 times longer
than the time required for a one-dimensional IMS measurement.

Here, we describe a simple, multiplexing method for improving
the efficiency of IMS-IMS. By utilizing the selection gate at
intervals that are less than the total drift time through the entire
instrument, it is possible to more efficiently use the original ion
distribution. In this case, we select multiple packets of ions at the
end of the first IMS region for activation and further separation.
Because the change in drift time associated with the change in
conformation is much less than the drift time through the entire
instrument, it is possible to substantially improve the efficiency.
The approach is demonstrated by examining a mixture of peptides
obtained from enzymatic digestion of human hemoglobin where
a factor of ∼8 improvement in experimental efficiency is obtained.
This improvement is system- and instrument-dependent. Optimiza-
tion will depend upon the magnitude of mobility shifts after
activation (that are typical for the ions under investigation), as
well as specifics associated with instrumental geometries. Both
of these factors are discussed below. The present work is closely
related to many other studies that aim to improve the efficiency* To whom correspondence should be addressed. E-mail:
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of complex mixture analysis, including combinations of liquid
chromatographies with MS5,6 and IMS-MS techniques,7 gel-based
methods,8-11 and other techniques based on the mobilities of ions
through gases (including a recent two-dimensional field asym-
metric [(FA)IMS-IMS] approach).12,13 Additionally, this work is
related to studies aimed at improving the peak capacity of ion
mobility separations14 and the duty cycle of both IMS15 and IMS-
MS.16

EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
General Information. Figure 1 shows a schematic diagram

of the instrument employed for these studies. General aspects of
IMS theory and instrumentation are described elsewhere;1,4,17-25

only a short description of key elements associated with multiplex-
ing is provided here. Briefly, a continuous beam of ions produced
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Figure 1. Schematic of IMS-IMS-IMS-TOF instrument. Ions are
gated through G1 and then undergo mobility separation in D1. Ions
can be selected based on mobility at G2 and G3; only G2 was
employed in these studies and therefore is highlighted. The G1 pulse
(A) initiates the mobility separation, and all other pulses are delayed
with respect to it. If no pulse is applied to G2, all ions traverse the
entire drift tube. Application of the pulse labeled B at G2 allows a
narrow range of ions having a specified mobility into D2. This process
can be multiplexed by using the pulse sequence labeled C; due to
its appearance, we refer to this pulse sequence as a comb and the
individual selections as teeth. Last, pulse sequence D is used to inject
ions into the TOF mass analyzer. Collisional activation of mobility-
selected ions is performed at the region labeled IA2, and ions can
be fragmented at IA4 in a parallel fashion. Please note that the timing
sequences are not drawn to scale.
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by electrospray ionization (ESI)26 is focused into and accumulated
in a Smith-geometry ion funnel (F1).27 Short (100 µs) pulses of
ions are released into the drift tube (D1) via an electrostatic gate
(G1). The drift tube can be operated at buffer gas pressures of
2.50-3.50 Torr; for these experiments, it was operated at 3.16 Torr.
For studies in which cross section information is to be obtained,
pure He buffer gas is used; in these experiments, however, 1%
N2 was added to the system, to facilitate higher voltages for the
fragmentation of ions at the exit of the drift tube.28 As ions travel
through the buffer gas, different species separate due to differ-
ences in their mobilities.4,17 Immediately following D1 are a second
ion gate (G2) and ion funnel (F2), followed by an activation region
(IA2). This combination of elements allows mobility-selected ions
to be focused in the off-axis dimensions and collisionally activated
prior to the second mobility separation. A third gate (G3) and
funnel (F3) set can be operated in a similar fashion. However, in
these studies F3 has been fixed to transmit all ions. Finally, a
funnel (F4) at the back of the drift tube is used to focus ions into
an ion activation region (IA4). The field in IA4 can be modulated
between conditions that favor transmission of precursor ions and
those that induce ion fragmentation as described previously.28,29

The length of the entire drift tube is ∼290 cm; D1 is 95.1 cm. All
drift regions are operated using a drift field of 9.0 V cm-1; each
ion funnel region is operated at 11.0 V cm-1. Under these
conditions, rf fields in the ion funnels usually range from 110 to
250 Vp-p, at frequencies of 220-440 kHz.

Ion Gating for Multiplexing IMS-IMS Experiments. Fig-
ure 1 also shows typical pulse sequences used in these experi-
ments (and those that lead to improvements in efficiency). As
noted, experiments are initiated by the G1 pulse (sequence A in
Figure 1), and for convenience, all other pulses associated with
gating (sequences B and C in Figure 1) and timing for MS data
collection (sequence D in Figure 1) are referenced with respect
to this pulse. The improvement in efficiency is associated with
the number of pulses applied to G2 between subsequent G1 pulses
(sequences B and C in Figure 1). For example, if two pulses are
used in sequence C, the efficiency is doubled. A 10-fold advantage
would be obtained by using 10 pulses.

In order to sample the entire distribution of ions, the delay of
pulse sequence C is systematically varied. For example, if 100 µs
duration pulses at a spacing between pulses of 500 µs are utilized,
then five consecutive experiments in which the initial delay
(associated with the first gating pulse) is increased by 100 µs
between each experiment would adequately cover the entire
distribution of ions. We provide an illustration of this below.
Because of the appearance of the pulses in sequence C, as well
as the systematic way that the pulse sequence is shifted in order

to cover the entire distribution, we refer to this approach as
“combing”. With this analogy, each of the pulses in sequence C
is called a tooth in a specific comb and the shift of the entire
sequence C represents a comb through the data.

MS Analysis. Ions exit the drift tube and are focused into a
time-of-flight mass spectrometer (TOF-MS) for detection.30 In early
work, we referred to the IMS-MS measurement as a “nested”
measurement because flight times are much shorter than drift
times and can be recorded within individual drift time windows.30

As such, the smallest increment that drift times can be measured
in corresponds to the maximum flight time recorded by the TOF-
MS (in these experiments, 975 windows of ∼65 µs each). This
remains the case in these studies, and because flight-time
measurements are synchronized with respect to G1 (as before),
no changes to the acquisition system are required. Experimental
conditions can be controlled such that the reproducibility of drift
time measurements is high (to within 1-2 drift windows, or <1%
of the drift times examined in these studies). The resolving power
of the mass spectrometer used in this instrument is typically on
the order of 3000-5000.

Ion Activation at IA2 and IA4. The instrument used for these
studies includes four ion activation regions (IA1 through 4, Figure
1). Only IA2 and IA4 are used here. IA2, a region defined by the
last two lenses of the ion funnel (an rf-free region), is 0.3 cm long
and used to gently activate ions in order to cause structural
changes between the D1 and D2 regions. Under the buffer gas
conditions employed, slight structural changes (i.e., changes in
drift times greater than 1%) of mobility-selected peptide ions
appear when a bias of as little as 5 V is applied across the IA2
region. In the discussion given below, we refer to activation in
which no dissociation occurs as collisional activation (CA). At a
bias of 80 V, structural changes are observed across a wide range
of mobilities, for both peptide and protein ions. Biases in excess
of 80 V are used to induce structural changes in larger peptides
and proteins; however, slight fragmentation of smaller, higher
mobility peptides is observed. When a bias of more than ∼150 V
is used, both peptide and protein ions undergo substantial
collisional heating and fragment ions are formed.31 Below, we refer
to this process as collision-induced dissociation (CID). In the
following studies, a bias of 70 V was applied across the IA2 region,
to ensure minimal CID within the drift tube.

The IA4 region is analogous in design to the split-field drift
tube explained previously.28 By increasing the voltage difference
between the conical lens and beryllium-copper (BeCu) plate at
the exit of the drift tube, it is possible to generate fragment ions
from the mobility-separated ions.29 In this configuration fragment
ions that are formed have drift times that are defined by the
precursor ions from which they are generated. In the case of two-
dimensional IMS-IMS, these drift times may be a composite of
multiple precursor ion states. This was originally described as a
“parallel” CID method, because unlike MS/MS there is no initial
selection and thus an advantage in efficiency;29 however, it is
important to note that, technically, ions are separated in space
and time (e.g., one could also refer to the approach as a high-
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speed serial approach). We prefer the original nomenclature and
use it below.

Sample Preparation and Electrospray Source Conditions.
Tryptic peptides from human hemoglobin (Sigma, St. Louis, MO,
90% purity) were produced by enzymatic digestion as described
previously.2,7 Solutions (0.25 mg mL-1 peptides in water/acetoni-
trile/acetic acid, 49:49:2% by volume) were infused directly into a
pulled capillary tip at a flow rate of 0.25 µL min-1, controlled by
a syringe pump (kd Scientific, Holliston, MA). A 2.0 kV bias was
applied to the tip by use of a platinum electrode for ESI.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Illustration of Multiplexing for IMS-IMS with a Hypo-

thetical Data Set and Factors Affecting the Multiplex Advan-
tage. It is useful to begin by illustrating this approach conceptually.
Figure 2 shows plots associated with a hypothetical analysis of a
complex mixture. In this case, the mixture complexity exceeds
the experimental peak capacity such that a broad feature is
observed across the drift time distribution associated with all ions
(Figure 2a). Selection of a single feature from the mobility
distribution (Figure 2b, as denoted by the bold dotted line) results
in the transmission of a single peak, which may or may not contain
several species; in this example, it contains three. The goal of
the combing analysis is to increase the throughput and efficiency
of the IMS-IMS measurement, while at the same time create
regions where ions may be resolved; selection of ions at three
specific times (noted by dotted lines) by transmission through
the G2 gate without activation (thus assuming no change in
mobility) would lead to three sharp peaks, as shown (Figure 2c).
Note that the dotted lines reflect the arrival times of the ions after
traveling through the entire drift assembly in Figure 1; because
the G2 gate in these experiments occurs approximately one-third
of the way through the instrument, selection of ions at this point
corresponds to one-third of their total drift times. In this
hypothetical system, each selection contains three types of ions,
which, upon activation, may change conformation and shift into
unoccupied regions of the spectrum (Figure 2d). Note that the
spacing between selections is such that there is no overlap
between ions upon activation.

In the above example, three selections were made across the
distribution of ions, resulting in a 3-fold gain in throughput
compared to a single IMS-IMS selection. If 10 selections were
made, this advantage would become 10-fold, but with a loss of
resolving power for the second drift dimension. As the spacing
between adjacent teeth decreases, ions that change significantly
in mobility upon activation will begin to overlap with species
selected in adjacent teeth. Ultimately, gains in efficiency and peak
capacity are limited by how much the mobilities of ions change
upon activation. Prior work involving a range of other systems,
including clusters,32,33 larger proteins,32,34 other types of biomol-
ecules,35 and synthetic polymers,36 shows that changes in mobility
are system-dependent. For the gently activated peptide ions
(doubly and triply protonated ions having m/z values of ∼500-
1500) prior work suggests that the change in mobilities can be
as large as 11%.2 Additionally, the magnitude of change is
dependent on the ion selected, with more change expected for
large, multiply charged species than for smaller, less charged
ones.

From this type of consideration (as well as considerations of
the instrument geometry and complexity of the sample to be
analyzed) one can determine a reasonable spacing (one that
enhances the efficiency without giving up too much of the
advantages associated with increased peak capacity). For these
experiments, tooth spacing was determined by the largest change
in drift time anticipated for the lowest mobility ion. As an example,
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8092-8096. (e) Julian, R. R.; Hodyss, R.; Kinnear, B.; Jarrold, M. F.;
Beauchamp, J. L. J. Phys. Chem. B 2002, 106, 1219-1228. (f) Myung, S.;
Julian, R. R.; Nantia, S. C.; Cooks, R. G.; Clemmer, D. E. J. Phys. Chem. B
2004, 108, 6105-6111. (g) Julian, R. R.; Myung, S.; Clemmer, D. E. J. Phys.
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Figure 2. Top plot (a) shows a hypothetical ion mobility distribution
for a complex mixture of ions obtained by allowing all ions to traverse
the entire drift tube. Mobility selection of a narrow distribution of ions
at G2 results in the transmission of a single peak corresponding to a
small percentage of the total ion current (b, see text for details).
Applying a combing pulse centered about the times highlighted to
G2 results in the transmission of three packets of ions, each
containing three different species; without collisional activation, all
ions retain their original mobilities and therefore experience no change
in drift time (middle plot, c). Collisional activation of the selected ions
in IA2 may lead to structural changes in some of the ion populations
and therefore shifts in mobility. In each packet of ions, the green ions
adopt a higher mobility structure, while the blue ions adopt a lower
mobility structure; the red ions undergo no change in mobility.
Because empty areas between peaks (holes) were created by the
initial selections, the activated ions now have regions of drift space
in which to resolve from one another (bottom plot, d).
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for an ion with a drift time of 50 ms, a 5% change in mobility would
result in a change of drift time of (2.5 ms. Twice this amount
would be how far apart teeth should be separated as they exit
the drift tube to ensure no overlap of ions upon activation; again,
because the selection gate occurs at some fraction of the length
of the entire drift tube, it is approximately at this fraction of the
spacing that teeth should be spaced for their application at the
gate. It is possible to confirm the initial selection time of the final
activated peak by finding the same m/z value in a related data
set that utilizes no activation between the drift regions.

Multiplex Advantage Considerations in Terms of Ob-
served Ion Current. The efficiency gains of the combing
technique can also be observed in the higher ion currents
measured for an individual combing experiment compared to an
individual IMS-IMS-MS experiment. For ESI of biomolecular
samples, several measurements show that incoming ion currents
are typically on the order of 1-20 nA.27,37 Although simulations
show that ion funnels are capable of handling incoming currents
of this magnitude with little to no loss in transmission,37 experi-
mental parameters (field, pressure, rf frequency/amplitude) limit
the actual transmission to ∼30-50% of this value.27 However,
nearly all of the lost current is attributed to solvent ions of little
analytical relevance that are either too small or too large to be
adequately focused by the rf fields; therefore, transmission for
ions of interest approaches 100%, with some m/z bias observed.27

Because transmission into the drift tube is dependent on the
parameters and geometry of the source ion funnel, for these
considerations, a transmitted current of 1 nA through F1 (in
nontrapping mode) is assumed.

Once the voltage on G1 is raised and an IMS experiment is
initiated, the current observed at the detector is a function of both
the IMS duty cycle and the trapping efficiency of the ion funnel
F1. If F1 were to have no trapping efficiency, i.e., the G1 voltage

merely blocks the incoming ion beam during the course of an
IMS experiment, the percentage of the incoming ion current
exiting the F1 region will be exactly equal to the IMS duty cycle.
For example, a 100 µs wide pulse every 65 ms would produce an
ion current entering the drift tube of (0.100/65.100 × 1 nA) )
0.0015 nA, or 1.5 pA. Assuming the space charge limit of the funnel
is not reached in the fill time, the current observed for a funnel
of appreciable trapping efficiency is equal to the percentage of
charges trapped in the fill time divided by the length of the drift
separation. For these experiments the fill time was equal to the
duration of the drift experiment (the beam was continually filling
the ion funnel); therefore, the current exiting the funnel was equal
to the trapping efficiency multiplied by the incoming current; a
trapping efficiency of 20% would yield an outgoing current of 0.20
nA, or 200 pA. These ions would then separate through the drift
tube based on their differences in mobilities, such that the
observed current in any one TOF experiment varies on the basis
of the most abundant mobilities. However, the overall amount of
ions reaching the TOF source will be this value, minus any losses
to diffusion, grids, or conductance-limiting orifices, which will be
addressed below.

Although the ion funnels F2, F3, and F4 are situated such that
there are no losses due to diffusion across the range of mobilities
studied here, as mentioned in detail elsewhere,1 90% transmittance
grid is used at the exit of F1 (to trap ions), at the entrances and
exits of F2, F3, and F4 (to keep the rf fields from impinging upon
the drift regions), as well as at G2 and G3 (for a total of nine
grids). For an instrument containing n elements of transmittance
t, the observed intensity I will be I ) Iotn, where Io is the intensity
prior to entering the instrument. Therefore, (90%)9 ) 39% of the
ions exiting F1 will reach the exit of the drift tube, decreasing
the 200 pA exiting F1 to 78 pA exiting the drift tube.

For IMS-MS, the observed ion current would be dependent
on any losses in the ion optics prior to the TOF-MS source as
well as the TOF duty cycle. A recently published ion funnel trap
oa-TOF instrument reported transmission efficiencies of ∼35%
from the exit of the ion funnel to a charge collector located
immediately after the TOF source; this was attributed primarily
to losses at conductance-limiting orifices as well as the radial
expansion of the ion cloud as it exits the ion funnel.38 Although
the ion optics region of our instrument is not as long as that cited,
losses due to these factors should be comparable, such that ∼40%
of ions transmitted through the drift tube (∼31 pA) reach the TOF
source. For a TOF-MS admitting a 2 µs wide pulse of ions every
70 µs, that becomes 0.87 pA (2/72 × 31) of observed current in
the duration of one IMS-MS experiment. This corresponds to the
“100% transmission of mobility distribution” shown in Figure 2a.

In IMS-IMS, a narrow selection containing ions of a specified
mobility is taken from the distribution of ions. For these particular
experiments, a 120 µs wide selection was made from the 65 ms
wide all-ion distribution; if we assume that the signal is evenly
spread across this distribution, then (0.120/65.00 × 100) ) 0.185%
of the IMS-MS signal is observed; this is shown in Figure 2b. As
mentioned above, the distribution of signal across drift times is
mobility- and sample-dependent; this percentage can be higher
or lower than that stated. By making several selections at the G2
gate, a gain in signal roughly equal to the number of selections
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made is observed. This is shown in Figure 2c; application of a
combing pulse containing three teeth results in the transmission
of three narrow peaks and approximately 3 times the signal in
the combing experiment compared to the IMS-IMS experiment
in Figure 2b. This gain in signal is also directly proportional to
the gain in efficiency observed with combing IMS-IMS; it will
now take 3 times fewer IMS-IMS experiments to sample all ions.

Examination of an IMS-IMS Separation of a Mixture of
Tryptic Peptides with Multiplexing and Combing. Figure 3
shows examples of the IMS-IMS distributions that are obtained
for a mixture of peptide ions from the tryptic digestion of human
hemoglobin. When all ions are allowed to pass through the G2
region, a broad distribution of unresolved features that span drift
times from ∼22 to 55 ms is observed (Figure 3a). This is
effectively the time required for these ions to travel through all
drift regions and would correspond to a one-dimensional IMS
experiment. Activation of G2, positioned at a distance that is
approximately one-third of the total drift length, leads to transmis-
sion of only ions at specific times (roughly one-third the total drift
time) in order to create pulses for the second IMS experiment.
The result of transmitting eight 120 µs wide pulses through the
G2 region at delay times of 7.657, 9.187, 10.717, 12.247, 13.777,

15.307, 16.837, and 18.367 ms (a spacing of 1.530 ms between
pulses) is shown in Figure 3b.

As ions travel through the rest of the instrument, the ion
packets (associated with each tooth pulse) diffuse to give peaks.
In some cases, even without activation ions may shift to slightly
shorter or longer times. Such shifts can arise if an ion is selected
on the leading or tailing edge of its distribution. In such cases,
the selected ion traverses the second IMS separation with the
average mobility of the all-ion distribution. In this case, the change
in mobility is small; for example, an ion with a drift time of 20 ms
that has a full width at half-maximum peak width at the exit of
the drift tube of 200 µs will experience a shift of less than 1% (∼100
µs) if the leading or tailing edge has been selected. Additionally,
any change in conformation (that occurs without activation) will
influence the total drift times of the distributions. Generally, these
types of shifts are much smaller than the shifts observed when
substantial conformation changes are induced by activation.

By increasing the initial delay time by the G2 pulse width it is
possible to generate a new comb. An example of this is shown in
Figure 3c. In this case, each of the peaks observed corresponds
to a slightly different distribution of ions with marginally lower
mobilities (compared with the first comb). By sequentially
increasing the delay in increments of the G2 pulse width, it is
possible to sample the entire distribution of ions (an example
showing 11 combs, each containing 8 teeth, is shown in Figure
3d).

The improvement in efficiency is measured by comparing the
number of two-dimensional experiments necessary to sample the
entire distribution of ions. In this particular example, the entire
distribution is sampled with 11 individual combing experiments;
to replicate this with conventional IMS-IMS using the single 120
µs pulse to cover the entire region would require 88 experiments.
Thus, this sequence provides a factor of 8 (88/11) enhancement
in experimental efficiency. For the system studied, this gain in
efficiency is nearly the highest achievable (for this particular IMS-
TOF instrumental geometry) without significant loss of peak
capacity in the two-dimensional separation due to overlap of ions
between adjacent teeth upon collisional activation.

Figure 4 shows another representation of this approach for
the same human hemoglobin tryptic peptides. In Figure 4a, the
distribution is plotted as a two-dimensional IMS-MS spectrum from
drift times of 20-55 ms and an m/z range of 200-1200 showing
most of the peaks that are present in the spectrum. Of the peaks
that are observed, it is possible to assign 31 peaks to 23 different
tryptic peptides based on comparisons of m/z values to anticipated
tryptic peptides of both chains of human hemoglobin.39 (If only
the MS data are used, we assign only 22 of the peaks.) These
assignments are summarized in Table 1.

The intense features in the IMS-MS data primarily correspond
to [M + 2H]2+ and higher charge-state peptides. This is advanta-
geous as the larger, highly charged ions usually undergo more
dramatic changes in conformation upon gentle activation at IA2.
Figure 4b shows a single selection of ions at a G2 delay time of
9.601 ms (with no activation at IA2). The selection shows that it
is possible to isolate a relatively small number of ions from the
larger mixture. We note that Figure 4b shows a circle around the

(39) Anticipated tryptic peptides and fragments have been obtained (using
monoisotopic masses) from the program ms-product. http://prospector.uc-
sf.edu/ucsfhtml4.0/msprod.htm.

Figure 3. Ion mobility distributions for the tryptic digest of human
hemoglobin, demonstrating combing IMS. The all-ion drift distribution
is shown in (a). Application of the first comb (red pulse sequence)
results in several equally spaced peaks, with empty regions in
between (b). Increase of the initial delay time by the width of one
tooth (advancing to the blue pulse sequence) results in the sampling
of new ions (c, blue distribution); repeating this process until all combs
are sampled results in the sampling of all ions and the replication of
the original drift distribution (d).
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peak at tD(m/z) ) 30.34(510.67), which is assigned to the [V18-
R32 + 3H]3+ ion. We come back to this portion of the spectrum
below in order to show the shift observed upon activation. Figure
4c illustrates the ability to multiplex selections and record IMS-
MS data. Here, the combing pulse includes the 9.601 ms selection
time (as well as selection times of 8.104, 11.098, 12.596, 14.093,
and 15.590 ms). Clearly, this application can be done without
influencing the MS measurement.

Upon increasing the potential across IA2 to 70 V, conditions
where we gently activate the ions without measurable dissociation,
we generate the corresponding IMS-IMS-MS spectrum shown
in Figure 4d. This gentle activation allows the peptides to sample
(and in favorable cases adopt) structures with different mobilities.
The dashed lines that are shown indicate the original positions
of the selected ions without any change in mobility after the
combing region. From Figure 4d many ions appear to shift.
Although these shifts appear small, the summation of them across
the entire data set (all 11 activated combs) leads us to assign four
additional peptide ions that were not resolved without activation.
This is shown in Table 1. Although one advantage of IMS (and
IMS-IMS) is the ability to separate ions of similar m/z due to
their differences in mobilities, it can be seen that none of the
additional ions observed in the activated combs overlap in m/z
with any of the already observed peptides. The reason these
peptides are assigned from the combing data is that they are
observed free of overlapping spectral noise that hindered their
detection in the IMS-MS data set. This is an illustration of one of
the advantages associated with increased capacity.

It is important to consider the physical origin of the observed
peak shifts. We have done this in detail for two tryptic peptides

Figure 4. Nested drift (flight) distribution for electrosprayed human hemoglobin tryptic peptides obtained by allowing all ions to traverse the drift tube
is shown in (a). The ion circled is the [V18-R32 + 3H]3+ ion at tD(m/z) 30.34(510.67), the focus of much of the discussion in the text. Performing a single
mobility selection at G2 (9.601 ms delay time) of ions centered about 30.08 ms (shown by the dotted line) produces the nested drift (flight) distribution in
(b). Plot c shows the spectrum obtained upon application of a combing pulse containing the 9.601 ms selection to G2; multiplexing the selection process
has no effect on the nested measurement. Activation of the mobility-selected ions (IA2 ) 70 V) produces plot d. The activated ions might experience
structural changes and therefore can arrive at different drift times than expected based on their time of selection (shown by the dotted lines).

Table 1. Summary of Observed Peptidesa

peptide

m/z obsd m/z calcdb sequencec chaind

365.29 365.21 [V2-K8 + 2H]2+ (R)
376.13 376.19 [L97-R105 + 3H]3+ (â)
383.81 383.90 [V134-K145 + 3H]3+ (â)
409.71 409.72 [V94-K100 + 2H]2+ (R)
459.30 459.23 [T42-K57 + 4H]4+ (R)
466.81 466.76 [S10-K18 + 2H]2+ (â)
476.86 476.75 [V2-K9 + 2H]2+ (â)
510.67 510.58 [V18-R32 + 3H]3+ (R)
536.34 536.28 [M33-K41 + 2H]2+ (R)
557.39 557.30 [V68-K83 + 3H]3+ (â)
563.84 563.79 [L97-R105 + 2H]2+ (â)
575.49 575.23 [V134-K145 + 2K]2+ (â)
612.07 611.97 [T42-K57 + 3H]3+ (R)
626.89 626.86 [F129-K140 + 2H]2+ (R)
658.04 657.84 [V19-R31 + 2H]2+ (â)
743.22 743.39 [S10-R31 + 3H]3+ (â)
750.06 749.88 [V63-K91 + 4H]4+ (R)
765.58 765.37 [V18-R32 + 2H]2+ (R)
835.59 835.45 [V68-K83 + 2H]2+ (â)
917.44 917.45 [T42-K57 + 2H]2+ (R)
999.69 999.50 [V63-K91 + 3H]3+ (R)

1029.92 1029.98 [F42-K60 + 2H]2+ (â)
524.52 524.63 [F129-R142 + 3H]3+ (R)
544.45 544.32 [L92-K100 + 2H]2+ (R)
600.12 600.00 [K67-K83 + 3H]3+ (â)
632.94 633.06 [G84-R105 + 4H]4+ (â)
690.10 689.85 [E122-K133 + 2H]2+ (â)
711.39 711.34 [G84-K96 + 2H]2+ (â)
857.50 857.46 [V19-R41 + 3H]3+ (â)
937.25 937.16 [E122-H147 + 3H]3+ (â)
989.91 989.88 [L101-K128 + 3H]3+ (R)
500.13 500.02 [M1-K18 + 4H]4+ (â)
849.18 849.20 [K62-R93 + 4H]4+ (R)
860.65 860.49 [L106-K121 + 2H]2+ (â)
871.64 871.72 [S10-R41 + 4H]4+ (â)

a The first 22 features were observed from the integrated mass spectrum
alone. The middle nine were gained upon observation of the IMS-MS data
set, whereas the final four were gained upon observation of all activated
comb positions. b Calculated m/z values have been obtained (using monoiso-
topic masses) from the program ms-product at http://prospector.ucsf.edu/
ucsfhtml4.0/msprod.htm. c Peptide sequence listed as N-terminal residue
to C-terminal residue, along with position within the sequence of the protein.
d R- or â-chain of human hemoglobin, respectively.
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of human hemoglobin using molecular modeling2 and so only
provide a brief description here. Those ions that adopt a more
elongated structures shift to longer total drift times, while those
ions becoming more compact shift toward shorter drift times. An
important idea in these data is that these shift into regions of
empty space between teeth (created by the selection process). In
general, the physical origin of those ions that shift can be
understood as an annealing process in the IA2 region. Those that
shift apparently find a lower energy configuration upon activation.

Those ions that do not shift may or may not be the same starting
conformation. That is, the selected ion was already in its lowest
energy conformation, or it assumed a lower energy conformation
of a cross section indistinguishable from the initial state. A final
explanation is that no shift is observed because there is no favored
state. In this case, we anticipate that rapid mixing of conformations
(on timescales that are shorter than the measurement) would lead
us to observe a single sharp peak that would not be influenced
by activation. Without prior knowledge of the peptide’s confor-
mational energy landscape, it is unknown whether a change will
occur or not; however, experimental evidence shows that slight
changes are common for many of the peptides studied.

Figure 5 shows a more detailed view of the data in Figure 4
(regions c and d in Figure 4). Over the range that is shown, these
data in Figure 5a are effectively equivalent to those shown in
Figure 4b, obtained using a single selection. Upon activation of
70 V at IA2, several ions undergo structural changes and resolve
from the average mobility corresponding to the G2 selection time
of 9.601 ms (30.08 ms is expected if we sampled a peak at its
maximum and no change in mobility occurred). The [T42-K57 +
3H]3+ ion, originally at tD(m/z) 30.15(612.07), elongates to a
structure with a considerably lower mobility, arriving at a drift
time of 32.43 ms. Interestingly, there is a population of this ion in
the 11.098 ms tooth as well (Figure 4, parts c and d); its lack of
significant structural change, coupled with the disappearance of
the population in the 9.601 ms tooth, leads us to believe that the
peak at 32.43 ms is from elongation of ions in the 9.601 ms tooth.
The [L97-R105 + 2H]2+ ion at tD(m/z) 30.22(563.84) stays relatively
unchanged, whereas the [S10-K18 + 2H]2+ ion [selected tD(m/z)
30.28(466.81)] adopts a more compact structure, with a final drift
time of 28.71 ms.

In the initial data set we highlighted the peak at tD(m/z) 30.34-
(510.67) by circling it. That peak corresponds to the [V18-R32 +

Figure 5. Expanded view of the nested drift (flight) distributions
shown in Figure 4 (plots c and d), highlighting the 9.601 ms tooth of
the comb. Plot a shows the distribution with no collisional activation
at IA2; little deviation in drift times from the time expected based on
the selection (30.08 ms, highlighted by the dotted white line) is
observed. The plot labeled b is obtained when 70 V is applied to IA2,
demonstrating the amount of shift observed upon gentle activation.
The peptide sequence is listed as N-terminal residue to C-terminal
residue, along with the position within the sequence of the protein.

Figure 6. Nested drift (flight) distributions for the parallel CID of tryptic peptides of human hemoglobin. Fragmentation of ions with no pulse
applied to G2 produces plot a. Fragmentation of the activated comb containing G2 selection times of 8.104, 9.601, 11.098, 12.596, 14.093, and
15.590 ms, respectively, is shown in (b). The white box in (b) denotes the region examined in greater detail in (c), highlighting the fragmentation
of the mobility-resolved [V18-R32 + 3H]3+ ion (dotted line). Integration of m/z values along the dotted line in (c) yields the mass spectrum in
Figure 7d.
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3H]3+ ion. Prior to activation, this distribution shifts to slightly
longer drift times than expected from the 9.601 ms G2 selection
time. Upon activation, the peak splits into two resolvable peaks.
One is still centered at 30.34 ms, while the other peak appears at
28.59 ms, indicating a higher mobility ion is favored after
activation. We will focus more on this ion in the following section.

Illustration of a Multiplexed IMS(CA)-IMS(CID)-MS Data
Set. The multiplexing and combing approaches can also be
utilized with CID at the exit region of the drift tube. As described
previously,28,29 the ability to dissociate after separation offers a
number of unique advantages, including the ability to examine
dissociation patterns for different isomers (that may coexist in a
mixture) as well as advantages associated with grouping fragment
and precursor ions for interpretation. That is, all precursor ions
are subjected to energizing collisions; fragments can be assigned
to their respective precursors because of the coincidence in their
drift times. Although the drift separation allows many precursors
to be aligned with fragments, often this approach is still limited
by the ability to initially resolve the precursors by IMS prior to
fragmentation (i.e., the overlap of multiple precursors at the same
drift time).

Combining IMS(CA)-IMS with combing allows parallel dis-
sociation to be carried out on species that can be more highly
resolved. Collisionally activated ions may move into the empty
spaces between the comb teeth and be resolved prior to dissocia-
tion. A comparison of IMS(CID)-MS and IMS(CA)-IMS(CID)-
MS for the same sample is provided in Figure 6. Figure 6a shows
IMS(CID)-MS data for all of the ions that were separated based
on a single IMS separation in Figure 4a. Although many ions are
resolved, many still overlap. Figure 6b shows that the IMS(CA)-
IMS(CID)-MS data set obtained for a pulse sequence correspond-
ing to a single comb is substantially simplified. This is because
the combing process eliminates signal across 10/11 of the
spectrum prior to CA. Upon activation, ions may shift into empty
regions before they reach the exit of the drift tube and are
subjected to CID and MS analysis.

The advantages associated with creating the empty space and
subsequent activation via this combing IMS(CA)-IMS process
can be observed by examining a narrow drift region of Figure 6b
in more detail; an expanded view of the 27.5-32.5 ms range
(corresponding to a single tooth of the comb) is shown as Figure
6c. In this case, a range of different fragment ions are observed
in this region. Most overlap and would not be resolved by IMS
alone. The two most intense fragmentation spectra are observed
at drift times of ∼28 and 29.5 ms. Both of these fragmentation
patterns correspond to fragments formed from the [V18-R32 +
3H]3+ ion. Since no other precursor ions are observed at 28 ms
in the IMS(CA)-IMS-MS parent distribution (Figure 5), we expect
the fragments observed at this time to correspond to only those
for this ion.

It is instructive to examine some mass spectral slices of the
data in Figures 5 and 6. Integration of m/z values along a narrow
region of drift times corresponding to the [V18-R32 + 3H]3+ ion
in Figure 5a produces the mass spectrum shown in Figure 7a.
Peaks corresponding to tryptic peptides of human hemoglobin
(allowing up to two missed cleavages) are labeled. Additionally,
the inset highlights the region of the mass spectrum spanning
values of m/z 550-650, showing several peptides within the tooth

having intensities too low to appear on the two-dimensional plot.
This mass spectrum illustrates that there are a large number of
ions present in a narrow region of drift space when no collisional
activation is used; when the mixture of unresolved ions is exposed
to energizing collisions at the exit of the drift tube the fragmenta-
tion pattern that is obtained (Figure 7b) is for a mixture of ions.
The appearance of the spectrum in Figure 7b is similar to that
obtained over the [V18-R32 + 3H]3+ ion region with no combing.
Overall, the overlap of multiple unresolved precursors and
fragments complicates assignment of a fragment peak to the [V18-
R32 + 3H]3+ ion.

Alternatively, as mentioned above, the IMS(CA)-IMS spec-
trum (Figure 5b) shows that the [V18-R32 + 3H]3+ ion adopts a
structure with a higher mobility and the peak associated with this
ion appears in a region of the spectrum that is relatively free of
signals from other peptides. Figure 7c shows the mass spectrum
obtained from IMS(CA)-IMS-MS analysis with no CID at the exit
of the drift tube. The spectrum is dominated by a single peak at

Figure 7. Mass spectra obtained by integrating m/z values across
narrow regions of drift times corresponding to features of the [V18-
R32 + 3H]3+ ion. The top spectrum (a) comes from the data in Figure
5a, highlighting the amount of overlap observed among ions within
the tooth. Plot b shows the fragmentation of these ions at IA4. Plot c
is from the data in Figure 5b, demonstrating the resolution of the high
mobility feature of the [V18-R32 + 3H]3+ ion from the rest of the ions
in the tooth. The fragmentation of this mobility-resolved ion at IA4 is
shown in plot d.
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m/z ) 510.67, corresponding to the [V18-R32 + 3H]3+ ion. When
the voltage at the exit of the drift tube is increased, the CID spectra
described in Figure 6b is generated. The integrated mass
spectrum obtained for the isolated ion is plotted as a mass
spectrum in Figure 7d. Remarkably, all of the 34 features observed
with an intensity of at least 10% of the base peak correspond to
anticipated fragments (a-, b-, or y-type, or internal fragments).39

Finally, we point out that fragmentation of the mobility-resolved
[T42-K57 + 3H]3+ ion at tD(m/z) 32.43(612.07) is obtained in
parallel in this distribution, but not shown in the mass spectra of
Figure 7. Moreover, in other regions where fragments are found
to overlap in the IMS(CA)-IMS(CID)-MS data set, interpretation
is greatly simplified relative to IMS(CID)-MS alone.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
A new method for improving the throughput of a two-

dimensional IMS-IMS analysis of complex mixtures has been
presented. The approach provides a means of using a greater
fraction of the ions separated in the first IMS region and is
accomplished by allowing multiple packets of equal width and
spacing of ions of specified mobilities from the first IMS separation
to pass through the gating region into the second IMS region. In
subsequent experiments the multiple gates are then systematically
positioned such that it is possible to obtain two-dimensional
information across the entire ion distribution. Examining a mixture

of peptides from the tryptic digestion of human hemoglobin, we
demonstrate an ∼8-fold improvement in the two-dimensional
sampling of the ions (as measured by the number of data sets
necessary to sample all ions using the new pulse sequence
compared to the single selection IMS-IMS method) with little
loss in separation capacity. The greater peak capacity of this two-
dimensional approach improves our ability to interpret fragmenta-
tion spectra, via creation of regions of mobility space with less
overlap between ions. Further experiments are underway to
develop optimal two-dimensional analyses for other types of
systems.
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